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Abstract: Research on High-Impact Practices (HIPs) shows that they deepen learning and improve academic success for students from across demographics. In this interactive session, we’ll present a CSU rubric designed to help instructors/staff to integrate High-Impact Practices (HIPs) into programs, courses, and experiences of all types. We’ll briefly describe the series of campus dialogues used to develop the rubric and summarize research on the key HIP characteristics it lists. However, most of the session will engage participants in activities designed to generate approaches to identifying and integrating HIPs. We’ll emphasize using HIPs to support students’ mastery of course knowledge, skills, and perspectives, as well as to prepare students to apply and adapt this knowledge in subsequent contexts, from future courses to professional and civic venues. As part of this process, we’ll introduce participants to resources supporting the integration of HIPs.

Goals and Objectives:

- Explain how HIPs can improve students’ engagement, critical thinking, learning, and capacity to transfer knowledge into subsequent contexts;
- Overview CSU resources for integrating HIPs into courses and programs;
- Engage participants in generating approaches to integrating HIPs tailored to fit disciplinary norms and specific course contexts.
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